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Agenda
1. Helping to Build a More Sustainable Food System

Todd Fayne, PepsiCo; Monday, April 27, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT
2. An Ink Supplier Perspective on Industry 4.0

Juanita Parris, Sun Chemical Corp.; Tuesday, April 28, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT
3. Technology Innovation and the Success of Failure

David Crawley, University of Houston; Wednesday, April 29, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT
4. Industrial Custom Printing: A Status Report

Craig Reid, CTR Resources, LLC; Thursday, April 30, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

Need Login Help? Contact Sam She at SSHEA@PRINTING.ORG
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Logistics and other items
 Adjust the volume on your speakers, use a headset for best sound quality
 Questions can be submitted at any time in the questions panel
 Recording of this session will be provided
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Technical Association of the Graphic Arts (TAGA)

 Professional association dedicated to 
research and innovation in graphic 
communications and related 
technology

 More than 4,000 papers published, 
written by scientists and researchers

 Annual conference held every March
 Directed by 23-person TAGA Board; 

part of Printing Industries of America
 www.taga.org
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An Ink Supplier Perspective on Industry 4.0

Juanita Parris
Global Director of Materials, Applications 

and Analytical Science
Sun Chemical Corporation
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What is Industry 4.0
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The 1st Industrial Revolution

The Age of Mechanical Production

• Mechanization
• Steam power
• Weaving loom
• Sewing machine
• Vulcanized rubber

1784
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The 2nd Industrial Revolution

The Age of Science and Mass Production 

• Mass production
• Electrical energy
• Assembly line
• Radio
• Airplanes
• Gasoline engines
• Telephone

1870
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The 3rd Industrial Revolution
The Digital Revolution

• Two major inventions, Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLCs) and Robots

• Automation
• Computers (mainframe and personal computing)
• Semiconductors
• The Internet

Smart machines that communicate with other 
devices/systems to use those data inputs for 
making automatic and autonomous decisions.

1969
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The 4th Industrial Revolution – Industry 4.0

2015 to ….

Cyber physical systems*
• Integrations of computation, networking, 

and physical processes. 
• Embedded computers and networks monitor 

and control the physical processes, with 
feedback loops 

Buzz: Internet of things, cloud, cognitive 
computing, AI, big data  - “smart factories”
* https://ptolemy.berkeley.edu/projects/cps/

https://theconversation.com

Today

https://ptolemy.berkeley.edu/projects/cps/
https://theconversation.com/
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Industry 4.0 Enablers

Automation

Internet Of Things

Big Data

Cloud Computing

System Integration

Artificial Intelligence

Predictive Modeling

Cloud Computing
Network of remote servers 

hosted on the Internet store, 
manage, and process data.

System Integration
Linking IT systems, services and/or 

software to enable all of them to work 
functionally together

Big data
Supercomputers and algorithms 

can make sense of massive 
amounts of data in real time. 

IoT
Interconnection of computing 

devices embedded in everyday 
objects, enabling them to send and 

receive data



Drivers
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Key Drivers: Implications for Print in 2020

Run Length

Environment

Cost
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Standardize

Consolidate

Connect
Monitor

Predict

The global packaging market is fragmented. 

Medium/small companies will adopt “Industry 
4.0” approach more quickly to compete with 
larger ones

Converter Trends and Needs



Print Process
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Workflow in 2016

Source: Smithers Pira, Post-DRUPA Technology  Forecast for Print and Printed Packaging to 2026
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So What is Missing?

Why would an industry which 
is already largely automated, 

need greater computation 
capabilities and smart-

automation? 

Flexibility
Profitability
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Large press maker Koenig & Bauer 
talks about “Print 4.0” in its plans 
for automating production
“Digital transformation can change 
modern day-to-day printing house 
operations, optimize process 
workflows, create new customer 
experiences and make a company 
even more profitable.”

Book finishing specialist Muller 
Martini calls its equivalent 
development efforts “Finishing 4.0”
“It is about having an efficient supply 
chain so that production costs can 
be kept low despite increasing 
customization of products.  Shorter 
run sizes and modern digital and 
offset printing presses make a 
seamless and touchless workflow 
essential”

Heidelberg’s Push to Stop production 
concept uses data to initiate processes in 
the press that are required to run jobs. 
“A Speedmaster press operating in Push 
to Stop mode is autonomous, which 
means it takes all job parameters into 
account, presets all functions of the press, 
initiates the run, adjusts registration, color, 
and even starts the good sheet counter 
while inserting a tab into the pile – all 
while continuing to print unless the 
operator steps in to interrupt.“

In Their Words

Mattias Johansson, director of 
automation services at Tetra Pak.
“Plant Secure is about optimising and 
reducing material waste and time. … 
you need data, which is collected 
automatically, so with technologies from 
Industry 4.0 you have more data, but 
you also have solutions later on to 
address the bottlenecks or the areas 
that you identify as problems.”
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The Smart Printshop – Printers Perspective

High Tech Printing

• Full use of digital 
workflow information

• Calibrated processes
• Advanced Design & Pre-

press tools and 
equipment

• Digital proofing and 
printing

• Multi-million presses 
with automation devices

• The press automatically 
works through the 
queued jobs

Inks

•Ink and color is still 
managed in an old-
fashioned way
•Poorly interacting 
equipment and software
•Ink rooms are different, 
data collected and 
stored in different ways
•Little automation
•Need standardisation of 
inks and consumables

Self Learning

• Utilise self-
learning systems 
for continuous 
improvement

• The operator 
intervenes when 
required by the 
press

No standardizaton = Poor process control = WASTE



Ink Tools
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How Ink is Made (Sun Chemical Liquid Ink Plant)
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Color is Critical

It is essential that consumers see: 
• the same color on every version of the product, 

however it is packaged and wherever it is sold
• done poorly, color can reduce brand impact, 

confuse customers and damage sales

Packaging is printed:
• on many different substrates 
• using a range of processes
• could be a laminated pouch, folding carton, 

labels, film etc
• each substrate responds differently to various 

inks, processes and lighting
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Learning from the Past:  Where we were in Publication

Heatset in the 90s and early 00s

Ink tack based on 
printing sequence

No standard 
color shade

1000+ Formulations
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Learning from the Past: Where we are in Publication

CTP (Computer to Plate) 
is fully adopted

Heatset from 2004 to 2016

JDF: a single common 
language that supports the 
comprehensive lifecycle of 
a print job.

Color: ISO 12647-2 specifications 
(or similar ones) are fully adopted

High speed printing. Reduced number of formulations
Software manages paper variations, speed, dot gain, etc.  
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Where we are in Packaging Flexo

Inks need to be versatile: adhesion to wide 
variety of substrates, surface and lamination

Flexo approaching offset quality
• Improved plate and imaging technology

Flexo presses are becoming high-tech
• Fast changeovers 
• Improved registration
• Sleeves boost performance, improves quality and reduces make ready 

time
Color Standardization

• ISO 12647-part 6:2012 (Europe)
• FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction Specification Tolerance) (US)
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Integrated Cloud-Based Workflow in 2020

Source: Smithers Pira, Post-DRUPA Technology  Forecast for Print and Printed Packaging to 2026
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Communication of Digital Color

Easily managed

Secure & private

Design

Premedia

Ink 
manufacturer

Production

myColorCloud

PantoneLIVE™
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Building the Foundation – Site Assessment

Digitally capture current color palette

Library creation

SunConsulting

Harmonization and mapping

Rationalization 
(remove duplicates)

Re-name custom colors

Visual Validation
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QC platform compares press output to 
customized library of digital color targets

SunColorQC

Connected Data-Driven Tools
SunMatch

Web-enabled, color-matching platform

Improving quality and productivity

SunDigiProof

Color-accurate inkjet swatches, 
printed onsite and on demand

SunDigiGuide

Digitally printed book helps converters show 
brand owners the full choice of spot colors.



The Future is Now

Productivity and 
Profitability Demand it

AI will emerge

The Elements are Here

Juanita Parris
Sun Chemical Corp

Conclusion
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TAGA Membership Benefits
 Discounted registration to Annual Technical 

Conference (March 14-17, 2021 in Oklahoma City)

 Conference presentation files 

 Annual TAGA Proceedings book 
containing papers presented

 Digital archive of 71 years of TAGA 
research papers

 Access to previous year presentation files
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Next Presentation
Wednesday, April 29, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

Technology Innovation and the Success of Failure
- David Crawley, University of Houston
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